Primary Objective
Anticoagulation therapy is indicated for patients on Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO), which increases the risk of bleeding complications. An area of concern includes airway bleeding—oral, nasopharyngeal, or pulmonary. The purpose of this pathway is to implement evidence-based strategies to mitigate risk and standardize care of ECMO patients with airway bleeding with the intent to reduce mortality and ECMO hours. This pathway will incorporate both internal data as well as comparative data from the Extracorporeal Life Support Organization (ELSO).

Recommendations

Nebulized TXA

- Tranexamic acid (TXA) is a synthetic derivative of the amino acid lysine and binds the 5 lysine binding sites on plasminogen. This inhibits plasmin formation and displaces plasminogen from the fibrin surface. It may also directly inhibit plasmin and partially inhibit fibrinogenolysis at higher concentrations. This can improve clotting and reduce ongoing bleeding in the airways.
- A prospective interventional study evaluated the use of nebulized TXA to avoid a systemic effect in pediatric critically ill patients with pulmonary hemorrhage. They included 19 patients with a median age of 72 months. Pulmonary hemorrhage was resolved in 18 (95%) patients with inhaled TXA. No major adverse events were recorded in any of the patients.4
- Other retrospective studies have evaluated nebulized TXA for post T&A hemorrhage and have also shown efficacy in adult and pediatric patients with cessation of hemorrhage in all patients and no adverse events related to nebulized TXA.1,2
- A case report of a patient with recurrent hemoptysis on systemic anticoagulation (Rivaroxaban) not responding to oral TXA improved with nebulized TXA with no effect on systemic anticoagulation.3

Bleeding Score

- The Pediatric ECMO Outcomes Registry (PEDECOR) is a web-based data platform aimed at consistent data collection with one goal to improve anticoagulation practice on ECMO.5
- A bleeding score was developed for this registry to standardize bleeding severity on ECMO for all centers in the study with specific criteria to define each scoring level.5
- This bleeding score has already been adopted into the current EPIC ECMO flowsheet and serves as a standardized guideline for discussions focused on bleeding in ECMO patients.5

Reducing Airway Bleeding

- Airway bleeding is associated with significantly longer duration of ECMO (177 total hours vs 98 total hours), higher cost of ECMO (~$82,000 vs $45,000), and increased mortality (32% vs 20%).
- Improved management of airway bleeding is likely to result in reduced duration of ECMO, which has its own improvements in morbidity and mortality, and improved overall ECMO survival.
  - Initially, as mortality is reduced with improved airway bleeding management, we believe length of stay will be longer since these patients are surviving more, but over time the ICU length of stay may also be improved.
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**Rationale**
This pathway will impact various parts of patient care. Patients requiring ECMO already have a high mortality risk; implementation of this pathway will improve mortality risk specifically related to airway bleeding. When comparing patients on ECMO with airway bleeding to those without, patients with airway bleeding have more hours on ECMO, reduced survival to decannulation, and reduced survival to discharge. The more hours spent on ECMO, the higher the cost (approximately two times compared to patients without airway bleeding). The cost of utilizing nebulized TXA is minimal in comparison to the cost of ECMO for patients with airway bleeding. Potential negative consequences of this pathway include risk of systemic distribution of nebulized TXA, which could increase clot burden.

**Metrics**
1. Reduce hours on ECMO by 15% (to 150 hours) for patients with airway bleeding by December 2023. (Outcome metric)
2. Reduce mortality on ECMO by 5% (73% survival) for patients with airway bleeding by December 2023. (Outcome Metric)
3. Increase utilization of order set (*once created*) to 80% by December 2023. (Process Metric)
4. Monitoring clot burden for ECMO patients with airway bleeding (on patient or in ECMO circuit) (Balancing Metric)
   a. Stroke, DVT, PE, circuit component issues with clots, intracardiac clots
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